News Release
Unlimit Your Data! Now chatr customers have more choice with new plans
Launching in the Greater Toronto Area, Calgary and Edmonton, customers will now
have more flexibility with unlimited talk, text and data at 3G speeds while in zones

TORONTO (April 20, 2016) From chatting with friends to emailing on the go, never
worry about going over limits again. With chatr mobile’s new plans, customers have the
freedom to stay connected with family and friends without incurring overage fees. In
addition to unlimited talk and text, these new zone-based plans now also offer customers
unlimited data with managed 3G speed allotments in the Greater Toronto Area, Calgary
and Edmonton.
“Whether they are just arriving in Canada or entering a new chapter in their lives, we
understand that our customers are looking to stay connected at an affordable price. With
these unlimited zone-based plans, we are providing them with more choices that are
simple to understand, cost-effective and worry-free,” says Shailendra Gujarati, VP, chatr
mobile.
Starting at $40/month, plans include unlimited Canada-wide talk, unlimited Canada and
International text and unlimited data with a managed 3G speed allotment while within the
unlimited data zones. For additional data:



$5/month (total $45) upgrade to a total of 2GB at 3G speed
$10/month (total $50) upgrade to a total of 4GB at 3G speed

While at 3G data speeds, customers can generally browse, email, watch videos, use
social media and share large files. Once a customer reaches their managed 3G speed
allotment, they can still continue using unlimited data at a reduced speed (2G speed)
where they will generally be able to browse and email but will notice a difference when
using higher bandwidth applications such as streaming video or downloading large files.
For usage status, customers can dial *225#.
While in any of three zones, customers will continue to experience unlimited service.
When out-of-zone, pay-per-use charges will apply. To check whether they are in or out
of zone, customers can dial *#555#.
For further information, check out chatrmobile.com, Facebook, and Twitter. Let’s get
going!

About chatr mobile:
chatr mobile is a Canadian pre-paid wireless brand that provides customers from coastto-coast with worry-free mobile plans, devices and service on a trusted national network.

With data packages and competitive international calling rates, no term contracts or
credit checks, chatr mobile makes it easy for all customers to keep connected to friends
and family near and far. For more information please visit chatrmobile.com.

